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Borderlands 2 bone of the ancients farming

English Share Article stub E-tech Relics Eridian Items in Borderlands 2 Francois Русский Укра⼀нська Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise indicated. Daas programmas Word funkcijas nevar paràd't pakalpojum Google dokumenti un, ja veiksit izmai⼀as, t's tiks atmestasSkat't detaliz't
inform-ciju Borderlands 2 BL2 General discussion I was looking for a place where I might be able to get a relic update, but all I really found was a umlicata farm that is UVHM specific. Is there a place to grow relics before UVHM? I'd like to have a relic of the recovery rate. I'm currently using a 32% health one which is OK
I think, but I think more Phaselock could be better. Christmas train always has relics. LLM drops relics that help recovery time and increase incendiary/corrosive/shock damage (heart of ancient relics if I remember correctly), so maybe cultivate the doctor's order room? These are my suggestions, maybe others have
better ideas. Edit: Bone of the Ancients. I just saw my Mayans when I was growing Hot Mama's. 2 CommonDefence likes: the heart of the ancient relics if I remember correctly), so perhaps cultivate the room of the Doctor's Order? I saw it when I was looking, but I think he said it was just on UVHM. Isn't that correct? oh
sorry, you're probably right. I haven't played TVHM in a million years so it didn't take into account that in my answer. Apology. Sidartha: I think he said it was only on UVHM If I remember that's true on TVHM as well. Loot dwarfs can drop relics, but they are also known to drop other legendary loot, such as Flakkers or
COM. Again, the problem is that the WEP doesn't scale with you as you level up. If you plan to grow it multiple times, enter the Natural Selection Annex and return outside, so you can get out after the loot room and restart from the entrance to the Natural Selection Annex. This will save some time. only release the 'xy of
the Ancients' relics in UVHM. I'm sure you could get a world drop relic out of them, but they're not the place to grow for relics on TVHM. The only place with reproductions of guaranteed relics I know is the loot train. Or maybe try warrior/sorcerer farmer for a conference call, I have a lot of blue relics while doing it... 3 I like
I would also recommend the rain booty as the only place that ca reliable get relics. Although the golden chest poops them out regularly, but much more random. The good thing about relics is that they are less dependent on the level of guns, upgrades in a relic can last levels and levels, so the train Ok. 3 I like it Although
I will say that do not pay much attention to relics. In NVHM and TVHM, and most UVHM I just use storage relics. The additional ammo is more valuable to me than the other boost relics. When I peak I use a Bone fo the Ancients, but it's the only time I change relics. My approach is, more ammunition ammunition more
damage in general, not only in range relics could increase damage. 2 likes I had a blue relic that increased SMG dmg by 87%. This looks pretty good, but it's the only one I've found so far. It looks like a relic that gives such an increase is quite useful which is what I tried to use. I usually use the SMG one or the other that



increases health by 32% and I was hoping to find a recovery time enthusiast AS well. The Bone of the Ancients also looks pretty nice. 1 As I rely on Cat class mods for SMG upgrades, of course on Maya. It usually gives me a boost to good skills too. Finding those with more than 60% damage is quite simple. My first
playthroughs I also used health thrust relics, thinking more health was axiomatically good. But over time I found, for me, that the health drive wasn't really that important, 30-40% more health when yo getting health-gated doesn't make a difference, and so on. More ammo, more damage, good. 2 Likes Only to clarify : the
relics of the Ancients only appear at level 62, not just UVHM. 3 Do I really like it? Are you sure? He's lame. I got them starting at level 51, but he was just playing the UVHM 1 package that came with the GotY edition for years and only recently(6/19/20) got the Bello collection. So what will happen to all the relics of the
Ancients that I have between 51-61 (about 60 of them) that I have stored on my mules? Am I Gonzo? I'm going to let you know what happened to him. I'm sure I'm a BL2 fan with the most austere poverty in franchise history and this issue is probably unique to me. 3 I like illogik420: Are you sure about this? No more!
Seriously, I'm starting to wonder if I still know this game 6 Likes that lay eggs at any level in uvhm I'm sure Jefe: I'm starting to wonder if I still know this game I judge you to start an upgraded Level 30 character and run through TVHM and UVHM at least level 72. Get the game on XB1 and I will join you too! 4 Like
VaultHunter101: Getting the game on XB1 and I'll join you too! Now that would be epic. (Not epic) 2 likes I think they are available at any UVHM level too, at least any level you are to when you hit the WEP, 52-54 depending on. I have a level 53 corrosive bone in my supply, for example. Legendary class mods from
tubbies, now that it's behind lvl 61. I just made an upgraded character, and damn it, I still hate the bad guns you can start. At least in BL3 they allow you to access your transfer bank. Wasted 20 minutes doing various things to find some good weapons before being a warrior, it still saves time. 1 As perhaps dragons hold
dlc, you make the first area go into town then turn to a return to the docks area,if you save stop there you will always start there, directly the stairs from where you start is a chest next to the house then jump down to the ship and there will be another chest on the ship, both ship,both they had high rates of blue and purple
relics, as I got my rare evil monk chaotic blue for Salvador,now for Tvhm I'm not sure why it was sometimes. 1 As just performed the Keep and I was receiving relics from both chests on Tvhm after a couple of attempts 1 How the Bone of the Ancients is an ancient E-Tech Relic in Borderlands 2 The Bone of the Ancients
is an ancient Etech relic in Borderlands 2 Stats[edit] (Level sample 53 statistics below) Fire Damage[edit] 1.2% Additional Effects[edit] Improve elemental damage and action skill recovery rate See also [modify] Blood of the Bone of the Ancient Hearts of the Ancient Skins of the Ancient Borderlands 2 &gt; General
Discussions &gt; Details Argument Ancient Relics and Loot Dwarfs Since I Reached Level 60, the only thing that loot dwarves fall are these various relics of the ancients. They have decent stats, but I'm about to hit level 63 and it's still the only thing that falls, except once one of them dropped a legendary class mod. Is
anyone else having this success? Note: This is ONLY to be used to report spam posts, advertisements, and issues (harassment, fighting, or rude). Borderlands 2 &gt; General Discussions &gt; Topic Details How many ways to loot 'Bone of the Ancients' I killed many LLM in 'Thousands Cuts' and get many BOTas. But
corrosive damage more only (with cooldown). I'm using Maya, and maybe most of the time the last damage of my cloud kill ability kills them. It has an effect on my drop?ps element. I spent a lot of time cultivating it. Last modified gohSahLyiMah; 16 Apr. 2017 - 2:00Am Note: This is ONLY to be used to report spam,
advertising, and problematic (harassment, fighting, or rude) post. NEWRelic Type:OffenseRarity:E-TechOrigin:Level Upgrade #1Oct 24, 2020 17:33 Hey everyone, I'm currently trying to absorb Terramorphous as a level 72 Axton. I'm having a hard time and looking for the incendiary Lead Storm and bee building. He kills
me so fast. I guess I should try to get an incendiary bone from the relics of the ancients to help. Cultivate wildlife preserve to no avail. Sometimes no nano generates any spawning. I also have trouble keeping it tapered, it just drowns for a second or two. Any suggestions on how to keep it drowned, any particularly thst
grenade mod is better? Maybe the crossfire? Page 2 Comments 16 comments
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